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MACHINE DISHWASHING GUIDE
SCRAPE DISHES into the bin to
remove all food residue, especially
greasy waste such as cheese.

For dishes that are stained,
such as coffee cups, soak in
888 DEESTAIN POWDER
and warm water.
STACK CUTLERY loosely and
place unsorted with handles
facing down into a cutlery
rack.
Do not sort cutlery or stack
with handles facing up as this
may result in poor washing
performance or food residue
sticking to the cutlery.

STACK BOWLS, CUPS, GLASSES AND
JUGS upside down and not overlapping.
Be very careful when
placing large, awkward
items so they do not fall
while washing or removing.
SORT PLATES AND DISHES
into groups of like sized items.
Place plates on their edge and at
an angle.
Do not overlap crockery as this
may result in poor washing
performance with jet water
missing part of the plate or
dish.

WASHING PROCEDURE

Using an overhead pressure sprayer
remove any remaining food residue before
placing the rack into the dishwasher.
Pre-rinsing will assist in
keeping the dishwasher
clean, operating efficiently
and reducing chemical
usage.

WASHING CHECK LIST
Make sure that 888 RESULT and WINNER are connected to
the dishwasher, that drums are not empty and that the correct
water temperatures are achieved as follows for each cycle;
			Wash Cycle : 55 - 65°C

			

Rinse Cycle: 82 - 90°C

To polish cutlery after washing place cutlery face down in a
bucket of prepared mix using 1 part 888 Methylated Spirit with
10 parts water, and polish each piece of cutlery with a clean
cloth before putting away.

MAINTENANCE

EVERY DAY - Once each service is completed remove scrap trays,
drain machine and clean reserve tank making sure that all foreign
matter is removed. Wash down interior of machine thoroughly
using hot water and checking that all jets are not blocked.
Leave machine doors open to allow the dishwasher to air dry.

FORTNIGHTLY/MONTHLY - Make sure machine is kept in good
working order and that all jets, wash arms, pumps and overflow
values are working correctly. Check to make sure that detergent
feed is not blocked and that probes are free of scale.

DISHWASHER DE SCALING GUIDE

It is recommended that you periodically check the Dishwasher for scale, usually every 1 to 3 months. If scale is found
Dishwasher must be emptied and cleaned in the following manner.
1. Remove drain plug and allow all water to drain.
2. Carefully inspect inside machine for food scraps, loose cutlery or broken glass, remove and discard.
3. Turn off detergent dispenser (Toggle switch on left side or underneath of dispenser), insert drain plug and fill machine with water.
4. Add 1 litre of 888 AS NEW to Upright Dishwasher or 2 litres of 888 AS NEW to Conveyer Dishwasher and turn machine control to
manual wash. Close doors and allow machine to wash for 15 minutes. If machine does not have manual wash, run 7 x 120 second cycles.
5. Turn machine off and remove drain plug. Flush inside of machine by leaving drain plug out turning onto fill for 5 minutes.
6. Manually scrub wash inlet stainers, drain plug and stainer baskets if necessary.
7. Reassemble machine, turn detergent dispenser on (Toggle switch on left side or underneath of dispenser) and fill machine ready
for regular operation.

